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Stabilization of ion channels due to membrane-mediated elastic interaction
Michael B. Partenskii, Gennady V. Miloshevsky, and Peter C. Jordana)

Department of Chemistry, Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts 02454-9110

~Received 7 February 2003; accepted 13 March 2003!

Recent work shows that linked gramicidin channels may have much longer lifetimes than single
channels. We establish that the stabilization of the individual channels can be caused by
membrane-mediated elastic interactions between such inclusions. In linear elastic theory, interaction
can be rigorously described in terms of coupled harmonic oscillators. We determine the ‘‘effective
spring constants’’ for various assemblies using the smectic bilayer model. We consider a range of
aggregates; in clusters, channel lifetimes may increase by several orders of magnitude, an effect that
is especially pronounced for a channel with many near neighbors. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1572460#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Membrane-spanning peptides and other ‘‘defects’’
lipid bilayer membranes cause local membrane defor
tions; these extend laterally for 2–3 nm and contribute s
nificantly to both the energetics of the inclusion1–5 and the
membrane-mediated interaction between peptides.6–13 An
ideal system for studying this is the ion channel gramicidin
~GA!, a transmembrane dimer (D) formed by head-to-head
monomeric association.14 Usually the hydrophobic length o
the assembled GA dimer is less than the hydrophobic th
ness of hosting membranes; thus, formation of a GA chan
is expected to cause local thinning and compression of
membrane. Measurements of the dependence of GA cha
lifetimes on the hydrophobic thickness of different groups
bilayers indirectly supports this prediction.15–17 Recently,
thinning of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine~DMPC! bilayers
associated with the insertion of GA channels was measu
directly by x-ray diffraction.10

Changes in gramicidin channel lifetimes accurately
port the energetics of membrane deformation associated
an inclusion.1–4 Membrane deformation imposes elas
forces on a channel, stressing the hydrogen bonding betw
the GA monomers (M ). For isolated channels, increased d
formation facilitates monomer separation and shortens ch
nel lifetimes. Recently, interest has shifted to studying c
lective effects in channel kinetics. This is a reflection of mo
general interest in the influence of cooperativity on the fu
tioning of physiological ion channels.18–26 For this purpose,
specially designed GA monomers have been synthesized
valently coupled at their water termini by various macrom
lecular water-soluble linkers.27–32These typically exhibit no-
ticeably increased channel lifetimes.

We show that this mutual stabilization may be ration
ized in terms of membrane-mediated interaction between
peptides. The physics is straightforward. The energy bar
for the D⇔2M reaction controls the lifetime of the GA
dimers; it is determined by the complex relative moveme
of the monomers involving fluctuations in the length of t

a!Electronic mail: jordan@brandeis.edu
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channel assembly. Membrane deformation created by
neighboring channels influences the magnitude of these fl
tuations. By effectively thinning the membrane immediate
surrounding an individual channel, its neighbors decrease
elastic force tending to separate its monomers, thus stab
ing the dimer.33 A similar mechanism was proposed in ge
eral terms to describe aggregates of membrane ‘‘pinn
sites,’’ such as specific ‘‘lock and key’’ molecules holdin
membranes together or a membrane to an adhesive surf8

In our approach, the forces stabilizing the channel are exp
itly modeled, which permits a quantitative treatment of cha
nel lifetimes.

We first formulate the problem in terms of the smec
bilayer model.1–3,6,13,34The elastic coupling between inse
tions is then expressed using a rigorous representation o
system of membrane inclusions in terms of coupled h
monic oscillators.13,35 This permits description of the
membrane-mediated interactions in a physically transpa
fashion, in terms of ‘‘effective spring constants.’’ In additio
to conceptual simplicity, this approach also leads to sign
cant computational efficiency in the treatment of channel
gregates.

The issue of membrane-mediated interaction between
clusions is not a new one. It has been intensively stud
during the last decade from various perspectives and for
ferent models of membranes and insertions~see Refs. 6–12
36–38, and references therein!. The special significance o
our approach is that it provides a natural unified treatmen
both the lateral interaction forces between the chann
which have been the focus of most previous studies, and
normal forces affecting the fluctuations in length of an in
vidual channel, which are directly related to the stability
that channel. It is this unification that allows us to descr
quantitatively cooperative influences on channel stability.
what follows, we consider some representative clusters, a
lyze the behavior of the spring constants, show how th
determine the energy barrier for the 2M⇔D transition, and
demonstrate that, under experimentally realizable conditi
clustering can lead to orders of magnitude increases in
lifetimes.
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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II. MODEL AND EQUATIONS

In the simple model for GA insertion, the elastic fre
energy arises from the vertical displacement (u0) of lipid
molecules in immediate contact with a~cylindrical! insertion
of radiusr 0 . This is required to better match the hydroph
bic tails of lipid molecules to the hydrophilic exterior of th
inserted peptide. It is defined by the ‘‘hydrophobic matchi
condition:’’1,2,11

2u05h02 l h , ~1!

whereh0 and l h are the unperturbed hydrophobic membra
thickness and the hydrophobic length of the peptide, resp
tively. Being perturbed at the interface, the membrane pro
u(x,y) adjusts itself gradually to minimize the elastic energ

These phenomena are traditionally described in term
‘‘smectic bilayer’’ theory.1–3,6,34,39Neglecting the relatively
insignificant surface tension contribution2,40 leads to the elas
tic free-energy expression

F5E @b ~¹u!21a u2#d2r , ~2!

wherea52B/h0 andb5h0K/2, B andK are stretching and
bending moduli respectively, and integration is over t
membrane surface. The corresponding Euler–Lagra
equation

b¹2u~x,y!1au~x,y!50, ~3!

can be solved numerically with the appropriate bound
conditions.

For finite-size clusters far from the membrane boun
aries, bothu(r ) and ¹u vanish at the external boundarie
L` :

u~L`!5¹u~L`!50. ~4!

Equilibrium displacement of theith insertion along the con
tour Li is defined by the matching condition, Eq.~1!. To
study many-body effects, we permit the interfacial displa
ments,ui , to fluctuate relative to their equilibrium value
u0 , generally assuming that

u~Li !5ui , ~5!

whereuiÞu0 . There are several ways to choose the sec
boundary condition atLi ~see Refs. 12 and 13 for details!.
Typically, one fixes the contact slope of the membrane at
boundary of an inclusion:

¹u~Li !5si , ~6!

wheresi is usually considered constant, either fixed or de
mined by energy minimization,1–3 although this can be gen
eralized to allow an azimuthal variation of the contact slo
along the boundariesLi .35,41

Studies of a single inclusion show that the so cal
‘‘constrained boundary condition’’ for the contact slopesi ,

si50, ~7!

is consistent with the influence of the membrane on chan
lifetimes.1,3,42 As lifetimes are the focus of this article, w
use this boundary condition in our calculations. With the
conditions Eq.~3! is solved numerically using a finite differ
Downloaded 27 Jun 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AI
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ence approach.12,41When tested against analytic results for
single inclusion,41 agreement in energy was better than 2
for the grid size used here, 0.05 nm.

III. EFFECTIVE SPRING CONSTANTS
FOR INTERACTING INCLUSIONS

In the linear elastic theory used here and in most rela
studies,43 channel interaction and cooperativity can be rigo
ously characterized in terms of effective sprin
constants.13,35The fact that the elastic energy due to a sing
insertion is a quadratic function of the boundary parame
u0 ands was first derived in Ref. 3 from an analytical solu
tion of the cylindrically symmetric problem~see also Refs. 4
and 5!. Later, it was noticed that the quadratic form for th
energy in terms of the boundary parameters is a general
sequence of the linearity of Eq.~3! and its analogs~account-
ing, for instance, for a possible spatial variation of the me
brane elastic moduli! and of the boundary conditions, Eq
~5!–~7!.13,35

We briefly outline the derivation for a particular cas
assuming in Eq.~6! that si is constant~i.e., neglecting any
possible azimuthal dependence of the slope along the
tour of the ith inclusion!. Following the discussion in Refs
13 and 35, we introduce the ‘‘superfinite’’ elements,f i

u(r )
andf i

s(r ), solutions of Eq.~3! satisfying the boundary con
ditions Eq.~4! and the following conditions on the contou
gk for the kth insertion:

f i
u~r !ugk

5d ik , ¹f i
u~r !ugk

50, ~8!

f i
s~r !ugk

50, ¹f i
s~r !ugk

5d ik , ~9!

whered ik is the Kronecker symbol. Then, as the problem
linear, the solution of Eqs.~3!–~6! can be expressed in term
of the boundary parametersui andsi

u~r !5(
i 51

N

@uif i
u~r !1sif i

s~r !#. ~10!

Substituting this into Eq.~2! leads directly to an expressio
for the elastic energy as a biquadratic function of the bou
ary parametersui andsi .

Quite generally, given that more than two boundary p
rameters can be fixed~for instance, accounting for possibl
azimuthal variation of the slope,!41 the energy can be ex
pressed as

F5(
i 51

N

(
j 5 i 11

N

ci j
aba ib j ,

where an additional summation is performed over the
peated indexesa, b; these are symbolic names for th
boundary parameters,a, b5u, s, etc. The coefficientsci j

ab

are expressed via generic functionsf i
a andfk

b satisfying the
boundary conditions witha i ,b i taking values 1 or 0@similar
to Eqs. ~8! and ~9!# and thus do not depend on the actu
numerical values of the boundary parameters.13,35

With the restricted boundary condition Eq.~7!, this gen-
eral result is reduced to a quadratic function of the bound
displacementsui . To emphasize the analogy with couple
harmonic oscillators, we express it as
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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F5(
i

N

aii ui
21 (

i 51

N21

(
j 5 i 11

N

ai j ~ui2uj !
2, ~11!

whereai j are effective spring constants.3,12,13,35,44Diagonal
componentsaii describe the elastic ‘‘self-energy’’ due t
the deformation of the membrane surrounding theith
insertion; nondiagonal componentsai j describe the coupling
between insertionsi and j propagated via the membran
deformation. Equation~11! indicates that for any fixed
inclusion configuration, the energies of all possible fluctu
tions in the displacementsui are defined by a relatively few
spring constants, which reduces computational comple
dramatically.

To demonstrate this, consider two inclusions. To stu
the statistical properties of such a pair, one would have
solve Eqs.~3!–~7! numerically for all conceivable combina
tions of u1 andu2 at all interinsertion distances,d. The pre-
ferred alternative is to use the expression

F5a11~d!~u1
21u2

2!1a12~d!~u12u2!2 ~12!

derived from Eq.~11! with the symmetry conditiona11

5a22. To find the elastic constants at each separation,
elastic problem need be solved for only two linearly ind
pendent sets (u1 , u2). The system of two equations fora11

anda12 is derived by substituting these sets of values on
right-hand side of Eq.~12!, and the corresponding values
energy Eq.~2! on the left-hand side. With these constants
hand, Eq.~12! describes the energies of all possible fluctu
tions. The gains are obvious. This approach can be ea
generalized forN.2, where the benefits are even greater

IV. PROPERTIES OF THE EFFECTIVE SPRING
CONSTANTS

To investigate the interaction between inclusions,
treat an illustrative set of clusters. The maximum numbe
spring constants,ai j , is N(N11)/2. The more symmetric
the N-mer cluster, the fewerai j that are independent. Thre
specific cases are sufficient to demonstrate the general
dencies: Two inclusions, three symmetric collinear inc
sions, and seven inclusions forming a regular, centered,
symmetric hexagon.

We now particularize to the case of gramicidinlike cyli
drical inclusions of radiusr 051 nm in DMPC membranes:11

h052.53 nm,B550 pN nm22, K540 pN, andu050.165
nm. We vary the distance of closest approach between ne
boring insertion surfaces (d) from 0.5 to 4.0 nm. At yet
larger d effective elastic interinclusion coupling is found
be negligible; they are essentially isolated. Figure 1 illu
trates thed dependence of theai j in representative cases:

~a! two inclusions, two independentai j , a11([a22) and
a12;

~b! three symmetric collinear inclusions, four independe
ai j , a11([a33), a12([a23), a22, anda13, with practi-
cally no coupling between the cluster edges asa13 is
always small; and

~c! seven inclusions forming a regular, centered, symm
ric hexagon, equivalent to the ‘‘crowded’’ cluster lim
of dense hexagonal packing in a two-dimensional
Downloaded 27 Jun 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AI
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anda17 ~with 7 the central insertion!; here second, and
third-nearest-neighbor inclusions are effectively deco
pled since a13 and a14 are always negligible~not
shown!.

FIG. 1. Effective spring constants for three representative clusters:~a! two
inclusions,~b! three symmetric collinear inclusions, and~c! seven inclusions
forming a regular symmetric centered hexagon.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Regardless of cluster type, theai j exhibit some common fea
tures:

~1! For d*3 nm, diagonal constantsaii approach those fo
independent inclusions; nondiagonal constants van
Second-~and higher! neighbor interaction is always in
significant. As noted herein, at such large separations
inclusions may be considered isolated.

~2! Theaii decrease at smalld, roughly proportionally to the
number of nearest neighbors. For two inclusions;0.5
nm aparta11 is ;15% less than for the isolated insertio
@Fig. 1~a!#, at this separationa77 ~six neighbors! is nearly
zero @Fig. 1~c!#.

~3! Nondiagonal ai j increase asd decreases. Neares
neighbor coupling is well fit by the expressionai ,i 11

;a exp(2.5/l)exp@2(x12)/l#, with a;1.25– 1.38 and
l;0.3– 0.35; herex12 is the scaled center-to-cent
interinclusion distance~in units of r 0). The coupling
strength is only weakly (,10%) dependent on th
‘‘packing’’ of the insertions, implying that the nondiago
nal contributions are also effectively additive.

~4! Both the softening of the diagonal constantsaii and the
increase in theai j reflects the fact that in clusters inclu
sions are better adjusted to the collectively deform
membrane than the isolated insertion was to the orig
~unperturbed! membrane. Put differently, for channel
collective deformation of the membrane decreases
elastic force trying to separate the monomers and re
the membrane to its original state. In fact, the deform
state of the membrane effectively becomes a new re
ence state for the elastic ‘‘springs’’ acting on the cha
nels.

~5! In sum, clustered inclusions tend to stabilize one oth
which, for channels, should lead to increased lifetime

V. CHANNEL LIFETIMES

Given the effective elastic constants for a particular
clusion arrangement, it becomes possible to study the el
cally coupled fluctuations of channel forming monome
which contribute to possible cooperativity in channel lif
timest i for GA clusters.

A detailed description oft i requires considering multiple
phenomena including the complex internal dynamics of
dimers and their coupling with the membrane, diffusion a
recombination of the monomers, etc. We discuss a simpli
picture emphasizing how elastic coupling stabilizes ion ch
nels. We assume all channels but one~whose stability is be-
ing studied! are locked in the conductive dimer state, a
determine how they influence the stability of the selec
channel relative to an isolated channel. This simplification
reasonable becauseVintr , the ‘‘intrinsic barrier’’ to separation
due to the six intermonomer hydrogen bonds, is very d
(;40 kT! and steep.45 Thus, a dimer rarely strays from th
potential minimum (u5u0).

The total cluster energy includes both intrinsic and el
tic components

W~uN!5F~uN!1(
i 51

N

Vintr~ui !, ~13!
Downloaded 27 Jun 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AI
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whereuN5$u1 ,u2 , . . .,uN%. We assume that the short-rang
intrinsic contribution is unaffected by the surrounding cha
nels. Using a molecular model for the GA dimer, we ha
shown this assumption to be reasonable ford*0.5 nm.46 At
yet smaller separations, short-range~quadrupole type! elec-
trostatic and van der Waals attractive forces between
dimers become dominant. These effects have been stu
for three known GA structures:46 1GRM,47 1JNO,48 and
1MAG.49 Depending on the structure employed, ford&0.5
nm, the attractive interaction energy between a pair of ri
dimers in favorable orientations can be quite large, a subs
tial fraction of the total hydrogen bonding stabilization in th
2M⇔D reaction;46 it can thus be an important component
the driving force in the formation of double-barreled G
channels.32 However, at such small dimer separations int
action is highly dependent on the structure and relative
entation of the individual channels. Tryptophan–tryptoph
interactions may play a specific role, conceivably limitin
direct interchannel contact.32,50,51Thus, we restrict our analy
sis to largerd, *0.5 nm, where these short-range interdim
effects are not significant and cooperative effects betw
the channels can be reasonably described in terms
membrane-mediated interaction.6–8,10,11,32,36,37,52

We now consider gramicidin rupture using the Arrheni
description of activation. From modeling and experime
with modified GA channels4,53 the intermonomer hydrogen
bonds break easily when the monomer separationd ~relative
to the ‘‘dimeric’’ state! reaches a ‘‘transition state’’ distanc
;0.16 nm. Following Ref. 4, we use this critical separati
distance in estimating channel lifetimes.

The relative probability of separation~i.e., attaining the
transition state! for the preselected channel (i ) in the cluster
is

Pcluster
i ~d!

Pisolated
;exp@2~DWi~d!2DWi~`!!/kT#, ~14!

where DWi(d) is the transition barrier for channeli, the
energy difference between the configuration withui5u0

2d/2 ~the transition state!, and ui5u0 ~the ground dimer
state!. The otherN21 channels are ‘‘locked’’ in their dimer
states (uj5u0 for j Þ i ). The limit d5` corresponds to an
isolated channel. The intrinsic barriers cancel in Eq.~14!,
and the relative probability is determined by the elastic
teraction between the channels. Sincet is inversely propor-
tional to P, the lifetime ratio is:

log~tcluster
i /t isolated!5~DFi~d!2DFi~`!!/2.3, ~15!

whereDFi(d) is the transition elastic barrier, scaled in un
of kT at 300 K. Our results are presented in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!
for different clusters and channels.

Clustering increases the channel lifetimes, and is m
pronounced for channels with more nearest neighbors. T
for our choice of membrane~DMPC!, the lifetime increase is
;fivefold for two channels atd51.0 nm; for the middle
channel of the trimer the effect is more than tenfold and
reaches several orders of magnitude for the channel at
hexagon center.

The Arrhenius approach is based on the implicit assum
tion of a ‘‘reaction coordinate’’ and an associated transiti
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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state. However, sufficient energy does not guarantee reac
‘‘Transmission coefficients’’ can be substantially less th
unity,54 a point recently stressed in the context of ion chan
transport.55 As our concern is not with absolute reaction ra

FIG. 2. d dependence of the energy barrier and lifetime ratio for th
representative channel clusters:~a! two insertions,~b! three symmetric col-
linear insertions, and~c! seven insertions forming a regular symmetric ce
tered hexagon.
Downloaded 27 Jun 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AI
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s

but with relative reactivity due to the environmental chang
we should not expect major changes in transmission du
modification of the surroundings of the channel.

The behavior illustrated in Fig. 2 is only representativ
The lifetime ratio, Eq.~15!, depends exponentially on free
energy changes in clustering, which are very sensitive
membrane specifics, especially the mismatch. A misma
change of only 20%~assuming no other changes! would
double the lifetime ratio. Thus, it follows that the significa
stabilization of linked GA channels, resulting in up to 10
fold increases in channel lifetimes,27–31 can be reasonably
rationalized as due to membrane-mediated elastic interac
A recent report, in accord with our results, indicates that
the presence of polyelectrolytes with multiple binding sit
~polylysine chains! GA-analogs form oligomeric cluster
~domains! enhancing the stability of the channel.56

These lifetime estimates are for channels separated
d51 nm. The strongly interacting~double-barreled! assem-
blies observed experimentally are believed be in even clo
possibly immediate, contact.32 This can further stabilize the
channels46 by directly hindering some of the relative mono
mer motions associated with the rupture pathway, e.g., s
ration, screw movement, tilt and lateral displacement.45,57

The balance between these factors in promoting channel
bilization, and the dynamics of the transition between
double-barreled and semiseparated states, are both impo
questions for the future.

Further analysis is needed to explain finer details of
experiments, to reproduce opening–closing kinetics, and
extract from the experimental data information about clus
ing of the linked channels. The influence of the linker
lateral diffusion of monomers may also affect chann
stabilization.30 Ongoing experimental studies on how mem
brane thickness and elastic moduli alter channel lifetime32

would stimulate further progress in the theoretical und
standing of these phenomena.

VI. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we reformulated the elastic problem f
interacting membrane inclusions, explicitly accounting f
possible variability in channel length. These degrees of fr
dom permit a natural description of the forces affecting
relative motion of GA monomers in the dimer, thus influen
ing the stability of the channel. Membrane-mediated co
erative behavior is rigorously expressed in terms of coup
harmonic oscillators. We described an efficient numeric
gorithm determining the corresponding effective spring co
stants for any particular inclusion arrangement, thus allow
straightforward study of the stability of individual channe
in a cluster. We found that membrane-mediated interac
can significantly increase channel lifetimes, an effect wh
becomes more pronounced as channel concentration
creases.
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